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JUL 2 0 2009
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT STEVEN M. LARIMORE
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA CLERK U. S. DIST. CT.

S. D. of FLA. - MIAMI

CASE NO.

r

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,
9 0 7 4

Plaintiff,

CIV-ZLOCH
V.

/ROSEN13AUM
BRIAN ACKERMAN NEIMAN,
THE FORMULA, INC., and
THE FORMULA, LLC,

Defendants.

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE AND OTHER RELIEF

Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission alleges:

I. INTRODUCTION

1. From at least 2002 until mid-2007, The Formula, Inc. and The Formula, LLC

(collectively "Formula"), through their sole owner Brian A. Neiman, conducted an unregistered

offering of securities in the form of investment contracts for real estate. Specifically, Formula

entered into bulk purchase agreements with developers to purchase a block of condominium

units in a development in exchange for a 15% discount from the initial listing price of the

condominiums. Formula then solicited individuals to purchase the units, which were to be re-

sold once the development was completed as a joint venture with Formula.

2. In connection with the sale of these investments, Formula made misleading

statements and omissions about their profitability. Among other things, the companies and

Neiman projected returns ranging from 50% to 100% on the re-sale of the units, and failed to

disclose the increasing failure rate of developer projects. During the relevant period, Formula
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raised more than $68 million from at least 330 investors nationwide and internationally.

3. By engaging in the conduct described above, and as described more fully below,

Foiniula and Neiman violated the registration provisions of the federal securities laws, Sections

5(a) and 5(c) of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") [15 U.S.C. §§ 77e(a) and (c)], and

the non-scienter based fraud provisions of the federal securities laws, Sections 17(a)(2) and

17(a)(3) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 77q(a)(2) and 77q(a)(3)]. The Commission requests

that the Court (1) enter permanent injunctions restraining and enjoining Formula and Neiman

from further violations of these provisions, and (2) order Neiman to pay a civil money penalty

pursuant to Section 20(d) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 77t(d)].

II. DEFENDANTS

4. Neiman, 40, is a resident of both Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and Panama. Neiman

is the founder and sole shareholder of The Foimula, Inc. and The Formula, LLC, although he has

no official title at either company. Between 1989 and 1999, Neiman was the subject of several

criminal convictions for engaging in the unauthorized practice of law, selling insurance without a

license, and insurance fraud. In addition, in 2002, the Supreme Court of Florida ordered Neiman

to stop the unauthorized practice of law.

5. The Formula, Inc. is a privately held Florida corporation formed in 2002 and

headquartered in Fort Lauderdale. The Formula, Inc. offered investments in discounted

condominium units from at least 2002 to November 2005. The Formula, Inc. is not registered

with the Commission in any capacity; moreover, no shares or class of securities offered by The

Formula, Inc. have been registered with the Commission.

6. The Formula, LLC is a privately held Florida company formed in November 2005

and headquartered in Fort Lauderdale. The Formula, LLC offered investments in discounted
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condominium units from November 2005 until mid-2007. The Formula, LLC is not registered

with the Commission in any capacity; moreover, no shares or class of securities offered by The

Formula, LLC have been registered with the Commission..

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

7. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Sections 20(b), 20(d), and

22(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 77t(b), 77t(d), and 77v(a)].

8. Personal jurisdiction and venue are proper in the Southern District of Florida

because many of the Defendants' acts and transactions constituting violations of the Securities

Act occurred in the Southern District of Florida. During the relevant period, Formula was

located in the Southern District, and Neiman resided at least part of the time here.

9. Formula and Neiman, directly and indirectly, made use of the means and

instrumentalities of interstate commerce, the means and instruments of transportation and

communication in interstate commerce, and the mails, in connection with the acts, practices, and

courses of conduct complained of herein.

IV. THE DEFENDANTS' OFFERING

A. Formula's Business Model

10. From at least 2002 until mid-2007, Formula offered investments in discounted

residential condominium projects in Florida, Illinois, Nevada, Canada, and the Caribbean.

Formula purchased condominium units in bulk, ranging in cost from $40,000 to more than $1

million per unit, from various developers whose buildings were in the pre-construction phase or

during the conversion of buildings to condominiums. Developers liked this arrangement because

it satisfied bank pre-sale requirements and kept financing flowing.
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11. Formula typically agreed to purchase 30% of the units in a project directly from a

developer before construction began. In exchange, Formula received a 15% discount off the

developer's initial list price for the units, and a dollar for dollar reduction of the discounted

purchase price in the event the developer reduced its list price in sales to other buyers or offered

upgrades to units that remained in inventory. Fonnula also agreed with developers that its units

would be among the last units to close in a project as a means to ensure any dollar for dollar

price reduction.

12. Upon execution of the bulk purchase agreement, Formula placed a nominal, non-

refundable deposit with the developer. In exchange, it received individual contracts for each unit

with the name of the unit purchaser blank. The developer gave Formula 30 to 45 days to return

the executed condominium purchase and sale agreements and 10% purchase deposits, which a

third-party escrow agent held.

13. Formula then sought investors who were willing to enter into joint venture

agreements with Formula to purchase the units and, at the end of the construction phase, re-sell

them. Through its use of in-house and outside agents, Formula developed a database of potential

investors who had indicated an interest in investing with Formula, and were willing to place a

10% deposit on each unit.

14. When Formula obtained a new condominium investment opportunity, it contacted

investors in its database, usually by e-mail, and required a 48-hour turnaround for indications of

interest. Formula matched interested investors to a particular unit, and shipped them the

documents necessary for the closing, including the condominium unit purchase and sale

agreement, a copy of the bulk purchase agreement between Formula and the developer, a Buyer

Joint Venture agreement between Formula and the prospective investor, and a power of attorney.
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15. The Buyer Joint Venture agreement described Formula and the investor/buyer as

joint venture purchasers of the unit, and specified how the net profit would be divided between

Formula and the investor after re-sale of the unit. The power of attorney gave Formula sole

authority to communicate and negotiate on behalf of investors, which gave Formula the authority

to list and sell the unit at any time and for any re-sale price Formula deemed appropriate.

16. After signing and returning the deal documents to Formula along with their

deposit, made out to the escrow agent, the investors played no further role in the transaction.

Formula returned the executed documents to the developer after it had assigned all the units of

the bulk purchase to investors, and investors had executed all the contracts for each unit.

Thereafter, Formula received its initial deposit back and a commission from the developer of up

to six percent.

17. From at least 2002 until mid-2007, Formula raised approximately $68 million

from more than 330 investors through the offer and sale of these units. This amount represents

funds investors remitted as 10% down payments on the units, which had a total contract value of

approximately $680 million. However, as further detailed below, many of the development

projects experienced problems, including developer defaults and litigation. In fact, few investors

realized any profits, since approximately 89% of the investments in the units purchased through

Formula were unsuccessful. Most of the remaining investors obtained a refund of their deposits,

often after years of delay.

B. Solicitation of Investors

18. Formula's primary means of attracting new investors was to hire agents, whom

Formula promised commissions of 10% to 20% of all investor deposits the agents brought in to

Formula. While many such agents relied on word ofmouth referrals, others used more elaborate
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means to find investors. One outside agent placed an ad in Trump Magazine, claiming Formula

investors could realize returns of 50% to 100% within two years on average. The ad provided

investors with a toll free call-in number. Another agent created a website to highlight the

benefits of investing in condominium units through Formula. The website had a link to an audio

tape of a conference call between himself and a Formula employee, where they again assured

prospective investors of 50% returns within two years.

19. Another outside agent owned a real estate investment "club" that only invested in

real estate through Formula. This club charged investors $20,000 to join, and required that any

member share profits with the club and Formula. That agent solicited investors through referrals

and a website, which the agent created. The website made claims that an investor could make

returns of "100% to 1,700%!" on investments in real estate through Formula. The website also

claimed that several members of the club had made more than $1 million in profits, and that it

would not be unusual for other club members to make that amount in just a few years.

20. To a lesser extent, Formula located investors through in-house agents, some of

whom were Formula employees. In addition to soliciting new investors, the in-house agents also

performed a variety of tasks, including training new agents, meeting with potential and existing

investors, creating and maintaining an investor database, reviewing deal documents, forwarding

documents and checks to developers, and updating investors on their projects and investments.

21. Formula also created what it called "Buyer Education" marketing materials that

described the investment, highlighted expected returns, and assured investors the deposit check was

the only check they would ever have to write. Formula e-mailed the Buyer Education marketing

materials to at least one investor. In-house agents used the Buyer Education materials during face to
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face meetings with prospective investors, and to train new agents on how to market Formula to

other prospective investors.

22. Commencing in 2006, Formula also sought investors through its website, which

remained online until early 2008. The website claimed Formula had purchased "over $1 billion

of properties in over 100 projects under structured contracts and allowed individuals to

participate along side as joint venture buyers."

23. The website also boasted that Formula had a "sterling track record as none of its

individual joint venture buyers [have] ever lost one dollar of their principal and most have

enjoyed past returns on successful projects in excess of 80% on average." This statement was

followed by a disclaimer that "past results were generated during favorable real estate markets

and should not be relied on to predict future returns." The disclaimer went on to state that "in

normal markets, joint venture buyers [would] probably see projected returns under Formula

model of 50% to 75% on successful projects."

C. Misrepresentations and thnissions

1. Misleading Statements Regarding Project History and Failure to

Disclose That Most of Formula's Units Were in Default or Litigation

24. Formula, through Neiman, exaggerated its success rate and the number of projects it

had undertaken. Commencing in at least early 2006, Formula's website and marketing materials

represented to investors and prospective investors that it had purchased more than $1 billion of

properties in more than 100 projects. In reality, during its entire history, Formula and its investors

had placed deposits on units valued at approximately $680 million in connection with only 52

projects.

25. At the same time Formula was exaggerating its project history and agents were

telling investors they could realize their returns within two to three years, Formula and Neiman
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knew that many of the projects were experiencing problems, including developer defaults and

litigation. As the following table illustrates, from the standpoint of total assigned units, by

March 2006 the project failure rate was at least 33%. By the end of 2006, it had increased to 60%.

Quarter Ended Approximate Number of
Units in Default/Litigation

Approximate Total Number
of Units Under Contract

Percent Failure
Rate

09/2005 197 1408 14%

12/2005 319 1414 23%

03/2006 473 1416 33%

06/2006 473 1596 30%

09/2006 563 1596 35%

12/2006 980 1641 60%

03/2007 1000 1641 61%

06/2007 1086 1641 66%

26. In fact, approximately 89% of the investments in units purchased through

Formula were unsuccessful because developers eventually defaulted, or disputes between

Formula and the developer resulted in litigation. In one case, the state purchased the property

from the developer through eminent domain. At no point in time did Formula disclose to investors

its mediocre record. In fact, Formula, through Neiman, continued through 2007 to tout its "sterling

track record" on its website. Neiman authorized the content and use of the website.

2. Misleading Projected Returns

27. Formula, through Neiman and its sales agents, represented to investors that they

could expect returns ranging from 50% to 100% within two to three years. Formula's website

stated that it had a "sterling track record as... most have enjoyed past returns on successful projects

in excess of 80% on average." An agent's website touted in large, flashing print returns of "100%

to 1,700%!" Neiman was aware of the agent's website and approved of its language. Another

agent's website posted an audio tape of a conference call assuring investors of 50% to 100%

returns within two years. Given the history of failed projects, these statements were misleading.
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3. Misleading Statements Regarding Investors'

Obligation to Close on Units

28. Formula, through Neiman and sales agents, told prospective investors they would

never have to close on the units they were purchasing. For example, in one project in which the

developer required that all buyers fill out a mortgage pre-qualification form, the sales agent sent an

e-mail to prospective investors stating that although the developer needed pre-qualification, they

would "NOT be closing and [would] be flipped out of the property l00000ng [sic] before the

building [was] complete."

29. These assurances were important to investors because most of them purchased units

through Formula as a passive investment with the intention of re-selling the unit through an

assignment prior to closing. The assurances were misleading, however, because 89% of the units

never reached the point of closing because the projects failed. These assurances were also

inconsistent with the language of the purchase and sale agreement, which obligated investors to

close if their units could not be re-assigned to another buyer.

4. Misrepresentations Regarding Neiman's Background

30. Neiman created a biography of himself that sales agents disseminated to prospective

investors. The biogaphy provided glowing biographical information about Neiman, stating that

"by the age of 22, [he] was probably the only paralegal in the country making over a million dollars

a year." The biography did not disclose, however, that Neiman derived those earnings from

engaging in the unauthorized practice of law, for which he was convicted. Formula also failed to

disclose Neiman's other criminal convictions.
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V. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

COUNT I

Sale Of Unregistered Securities In Violation of

Sections 5(a) and 5(c) of the Securities Act

31. The Commission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 30 of its Complaint.

32. No registration statement was filed or in effect with the Commission pursuant to

the Securities Act and no exemption from registration exists with respect to the securities and

transactions described in this Complaint.

33. Neiman and Formula, from at least 2002 until mid-2007, directly and indirectly:

(a) made use of the means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate

commerce or of the mails to sell securities as described herein, through the use or medium of a

prospectus or otherwise; (b) carried securities or causing such securities, as described in this

Complaint, to be carried through the mails or in interstate commerce, by any means or

instruments of transportation, for the purpose of sale or delivery after sale; and/or (c) made use

of the means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate commerce or of the

mails to offer to sell or offer to buy through the use or medium of any prospectus or otherwise, as

described in this Complaint, without a registration statement having been filed or being in effect

with the Commission as to such securities.

34. By reason of the foregoing, Formula and Neiman, directly and indirectly, violated

and, unless enjoined, are reasonably likely to continue to violate, Sections 5(a) and 5(c) of the

Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 77e(a) and (c).

COUNT II

Fraud In Violation Of Sections 17(a)(2) And 17(a)(3) Of The Securities Act

35. The Commission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 30 of its Complaint.
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36. Neiman and Formula, directly and indirectly, by use of the means or instruments

of transportation or communication in interstate commerce and by the use of the mails, in the

offer or sale of securities, as described in this Complaint: (a) obtained money or property by

means of untrue statements of material facts and omissions to state material facts necessary to

make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not

misleading; and/or (b) engaged in transactions, practices, and courses of business which operated

or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon purchasers and prospective purchasers of such

securities.

37. By reason of the foregoing, Formula and Neiman, directly and indirectly, violated

and, unless enjoined, are reasonably likely to continue to violate, Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3)

of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 77q(a)(2) and 77q(a)(3).

VI. RELIEF REQUESTED

WHEREFORE, THE Commission respectfully requests that the Court:

I.

Declaratory Relief

Declare, determine and find that the Defendants committed the violations of the federal

securities laws alleged in this Complaint.

Permanent Injunctive Relief

Issue a Permanent Injunction, restraining and enjoining the Defendants, their officers,

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons in active concert or participation with

them, and each of them, from violating Sections 5(a), 5(c), 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities

Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 77e(a), 77e(c), 77(q)(a)(2) and 77q(a)(3).
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Civil Penalty

Issue an Order directing Neiman to pay a civil money penalty pursuant to Section 20(d)

of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77t(d).

IV.

Further Relief

Grant such other and further relief as may be necessary and appropriate.

V.

Retention of Jurisdiction

Further, the Commission respectfully requests that the Court retain jurisdiction over this

action in order to implement and carry out the terms of all orders and decrees that may hereby be

entered, or to entertain any suitable application or motion by the Commission for additional

relief within the jurisdiction of this Court.

Respectfully submitted,

July, 2009 By:
I II

AM..
Robert Levenson

Regional Trial Counsel
Florida Bar. No. 0089771
Direct Dial No. (305) 982-6341

levensonr@sec.gov
Lead Counsel

Raynette Nicoleau
Senior Counsel
Florida Bar No. 0278210
Direct Dial: (305) 982-6308

Brian P. Knight
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Senior Counsel
Florida Bar No. 993662
Direct Dial: (305) 982-6385

Attorneys for Plaintiff
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
801 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1800

Miami, Florida 33131

Telephone: (305) 982-6300
Facsimile: (305) 536-4154
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